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Born in Hiroshima, Japan in 1941, Hiroshi Morimoto came to
Sacramento, California in 1956. He graduated with honors
from UC Berkeley in 1967 with a degree in Architecture. In
1982 he established his own small architecture firm, Morimoto
Architects, and managed it for over 30 years. Throughout his
decades-long architectural career he has photographed his
own residential, commercial and medical projects for a wide
variety of publications. His designs appear in professional architectural publications, SUNSET books and magazines, and
Susan Susanka’s second book “Home by Design.” His projects have won national (the AIA’s “People’s Choice Award” for
Yoshi’s Jazz Club and Restaurant in San Francisco) and international (“House of the Year” in New Zealand) recognition.
The pursuit of understanding an appreciation of design and design principles led him to architecture and photography as a means of achieving fine art. He participated in the Napa Valley
Mustard Festival’s annual “Photo Finish” exhibit and contest, from 2002 through 2010, winning
two First Prize awards and several Honorable Mentions and has participated in several group
exhibitions with the Berkeley Fine Art Photographers.
His passion for architecture and his appreciation for Japanese esthetics came from living in Japan for the first 16 years of his life. The soul of his photography is serene yet powerful, simple
and understated, an emphasis on natural beauty, and a strong sense of proportion and balance
between light and dark. Hiroshi Morimoto is working very hard at mastering these principles,
and his ongoing quest for himself is for what is a beautiful photograph and what is fine art.
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“Farrallon Islands from Mt. Tamalpais”
Limited edition, date taken February 14, 2013, with Canon 5D Mark III
17”x22” Epson Exhibition paper, soft-gloss
Size of print: 21 1/2”x13”
Size of frame: 31”x21”
Price/framed (double matted): $500

“Frozen Waterfall - Yellowstone NP”
Limited edition, taken Winter 2004 with
Hasselblad on Fujichrome
17”x22” Epson Exhibition paper, soft-gloss
Size of print:16”x31”
Size of frame: 25”x31”
Price/framed: $600

